Essington Walk
You will require What3Words to complete this walk with ease and be able to
take part in the later shown riddles.

As you can see in the image above, there are two walks. They're both very
similar, however the pink walk includes a trip around a local field, if you chose
to miss out this section, that is perfectly acceptable just continue on the red
route.
You will start at the Scout hut, this will have the what3words address
///defectors.quilt.nuggets. Continue towards the Church by going up to the
point ///galaxy.bystander.swordfish. At this point you can go left and continue
down Wolverhampton Road to the what3words address
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///forest.flagpole.prelude.
At this point you will find your first riddle:
A red house is made of red bricks. A blue house is made of blue bricks. A
yellow house is made of yellow bricks. What is a greenhouse made of?
From this point you should continue down "New Street" until you reach the
address ///everyone.submitted.sound. Find the path nearby and continue down
it till you get the address ///starfish.accent.cheetahs.
At this point you will find you next riddle:
Deeper than on the surface it may seem
You might use me a lot in summer
Whether for a fight or for thirst
What Am I?
Still staying on the path, take your right and follow the pools around towards
the address ///impulse.starfish.fights.
Continue to follow the pools around on the path from this address, keep going
to the left around the pools lake until your met with a dirt/concrete path, the
address of this will be ///clock.opposites.recital. Turn left at this point and you
will be at your next riddle area:
Although this thing has many blades
It's not used as a chopper
To make the name of an insect
Put this word before 'hopper'
What am I?
After answering this riddle, you may continue on your walk, take a left from
where you are and keep walking on the path until you reach the next pool lake,
this will be ///blotchy.witty.aquatics. And turn right to follow the path around
the lake. Once you've made your way mostly around the lake, you should end
up at the point ///crisper.surpasses.asset. You are greated with a choice here, if
you would like to take the red route, you can turn left and go to "Brownshore
Lane" where you can turn left and make your way back down the road towards
the Scouts Hut.
However, if you would like to continue walking in the fields for a bit longer, you
can chose the blue route and turn left and follow the path around, till the
address, ///formless.mavericks.flutes. And here you should turn right and cross
the field until you reach another path, where you can turn right and follow the
path till you reach Brownshore lane. Like before you can go out to the
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pavement and turn right and you will be back with the Scout Hut as you
continue down the road.

Thank you for taking my route and solving my riddles!
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